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ABSTRACT
HORIZON is a general-purpose three-dimensional graphics editor. It permits to create threedimensional diagrams, to modify them by geometrical transformations and to assemble them to obtain a
complete drawing. The drawing can be stored on a file; later, one may retrieve it for further modifications, or request a hard copy.
HORIZON is strongly user-oriented. It is easy to use even by persons who are not familiar with
computer science. The user communicates with the editor by a set of simple commands, in a simple and
efficient way. The editor provides various guiding messages and feedbacks to the user. Thus, a session
of HORIZON is a friendly dialogue between user and editor.
HORIZON allows the user to define interactively any kind of projection. The visual parameters
definition commands are compatible with those defined in the GSPC Core System. Diagrams may be created
in three ways: by direct graphical input with the cursor, by placing a diagram from a catalog area into
the diagram area or by combining existing diagrams. Combinations can be made by linking corresponding
vertices of two diagrams or by forcing two diagrams to have a common edge. 3D graphical input is only
available in a standard projection, which is a cavalier projection.
HORIZON is implemented in the MlRA-3D language, a graphical PASCAL extension based on abstract
graphical types. HORIZON is mainly used in 3D computer animation.
KEYWORDS: Graphics editing, 3D graphical input, user interface.
RESUME
HORIZON est un editeur graphique tridimensionne1 d'uti1ite genera1e. I1 permet de creer des
diagrammes a trois dimensions, de les modifier par des transformations geometriques et de 1es assembler
pour obtenir un dessin complet. Le dessin peut etre ensuite conserver sur un fichier; on peut le retrouver plus tard pour le modifier ou en obtenir une copie sur papier.
HORIZON est specia1ement oriente vers l'usager. 11 est facile de l'utiliser meme par des personnes qui ne sont pas familiarisees avec l'informatique. L'usager communique avec l'editeur par un
ensemble de commandes simp1es et de maniere efficace. L'editeur fournit des messages et des consei1s
a l'usager. Ainsi une session de HORIZON est un dialogue agreable entre l'usager et l'editeur.
HORIZON permet a l'usager de definir interactivement n'importe que1 type de projection. Les
commandes de definition de parametres visuels sont compatib1es avec le standard graphique de l'ACM. Les
diagrammes peuvent etre crees de trois fa~ons: par une entree graphique avec le curseur, en prenant un
diagramme dans un menu ou en combinant des diagrammes deja existant. Les combinaisons peuvent etre effectuees en liant les sommets correspondant de deux diagrammes ou en for~ant deux diagrammes a avoir une
arete commune . L'entree graphique tridimensionnelle n'est disponib1e qu'avec une projection standard
qui est une projection cavaliere.
HORIZON est implante en MIRA-3D, une extension graphique d~ PASCAL, basee sur 1es t ypes graphiques abstraits. HORIZON est principalement utilise dans des projets d'animation tridimensionne11e.
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INTRODUCTION
There are many applications requiring
three-dimensional drawings. Architecture, advertising, animation, industrial design, all involve graphical representations of three-dimensional objects. Specific systems are available
[1,2,3,4]. Unfortunately, general-purpose
three-dimensional editors have not yet appeared
as a standard feature of interactive computer
systems.
Diagrams are often the most attractive
part of publication, report or presentation.
However, three-dimensional diagrams are very
difficult, if not impossible, to produce with
manual methods. It is time-consuming and costly
to render them technically perfect. Moreover,
once a drawing has been made, it is unthinkable
to change the point of view or the direction of
the projection.

projection - to accomodate the user who is not
familiar with three-dimensional graphics. A
standard mode corresponds to the standard projection; conversely, the general mode allows
the user to define an original projection.
Figure 1 shows a classical example of perspective effect.
The standard projection is parallel;
the projectors form an angle of 45 degrees with
the view plane - ·the XY plane. This projection
has been chosen because it is the most convenient for graphical inputs. It can be done with
very few computations - this is important when
we consider the frequency of such an operation.
This kind of input is similar to the polyedron
input of PICAX [5].

But a drawing, like a text, is often
subjected to various modifications. The repetitive process of hand-producing similar drafts,
or modifying successive unsatisfactory sketches,
can be tedious and costly . However, these operations - the creation and the successive modifications of a drawing - can be performed easily
with a graphic editor.

Graphical inputs are only allowed in the
standard mode. In the general mode, the user
must utilize the variables to specify a point.
There are ten variables, identified by a number
from zero to nine. The variables are defined by
a special command. Every time a pointing is
requested on the screen, the user can avoid the
direct pointing with the cursor by specifying
the number of a variable that contains the coordinate of the desired point.

A general-purpose graphical editor must
possess two qualities. First, it should not
require expensive hardware. Second, it should
not demand an extensive knowledge of computer
science. These are two concepts that guided us
in the development of HORIZON, the three-dimensional editor described in this paper.

HORIZON allows the use of a graphical
menu, the catalog, which contains basic figures
which are frequently used as part of more complex drawings. An example of a catalog of regular polyhedra is presented in Figure 2 . The
characteristics of a catalog are described in
the next section.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

THE USER INTERFACE

HORIZON is a command-directed editor.
There are forty commands, and almost all of them
have one or more parameters. The concept of
graphical menu is not used in HORIZON at the
command level in order to economise the display
area of the CRT. Instead, the user has to t yp e
the commands on the keyboard; the commands are
echoed by the editor. The user is assisted by
the responses, and error messages sent by the
editor during the session.

The user interface means the interface
between humans and machines. This interface
must offer a friendly and, possibly, a natural
dialogue with the user.

The user can select interactively the
visual parameters to define the projection used
for the drawing. Because the choice of visual
parameters demands some knowledge, HORIZON
offers a predefined projection - the standard

At the beginning of a session, HORIZON
divides the screen into four areas:
i) The diagram area - or the drawing area which occupies 9/10 of the screen, where
the user creates dia grams.
ii) The catalog area, which occupies 1/ 10 of
the screen - at t he left - con tains a
choice of standar d or user-defined basic
figures.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

A classical example of perspective effect
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A catalog of regular polyhedra
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iii) The message area, which is alphanumeric and
occupies a line at the bottom of the screen,
where the editor sends responses and error
messages.
iv) The command area, which occupies a line
above the message area, where the user
types the commands.
The user is prompted for commands by the
message "COMMAND :", at the left of the command
area. Then the user may write several commands
separated by a semicolon ";". When the user
types RETURN, the editor analyses the line of
commands; for each command, there is a feedback.
If a command is syntactically incorrect, the
editor sends an error message to indicate the
source of the problem. If a command needs
graphical inputs, such as the pointing of a
diagram or of a point, a system message requests
it. In any case, the user receives a response
from HORIZON; one is never left in uncertainty.
This is fundamental, because the frustration of
having an interactive program bomp or hang
before completing its task can be overwhelming.
Each graphical area - the diagram and
the catalog area - has a current diagram. Almost all commands refer implicitly to one or
both of the current diagrams.
There are seven classes of commands in

5) Transformation commands, which allow the
user to modify the current diagram or all
diagrams by various geometrical transformations: rotation, translation, symmetry,
scaling, union, and so on.
6) Catalog commands, which allow the user to
manipulate the diagrams in the catalog.
7) Special commands, which allow the user to
select various global options - linestyle,
color, axis, grid ... - or to examine the
values of variables.
DIAGRAM CREATION
There are three ways of creating a
diagram:
1) by direct graphical input with the cursor
In this case, the user draws an original aiagram. Graphics reading is performed by a
cursor which can be moved along the three
axes. Depth is simulated by using a cavalier
projection.
2) by placing a diagram from the catalog into
the diagram area
This operation, which is very simple, is
generally followed by transformation operations on the diagram.

HORIZON:
1) Relation to environment commands, which allow
the saving and retrieval of diagrams and
catalogs, or communication with the operating
system. When a drawing is retrieved, the
editor draws it with the same projection
which was used when the sketch was saved.
2) Variable definition commands, which allow the
user to define or to modify the value of the
variables and of the current diagrams.
3) Visual paramaters definition commands, which
allow the user to define an original project i on. When one defines a new projection, the
new visual parameters are accumulated until
the user types a special command (REDRAW);
then the editor tests the consistency of the
new visual parameters and, if they are correct, redraws all diagrams with the new projection. The visual parameters definition
commands are compatible with those defined
in the GSPC Core System [6,7J .
4) Creation/deletion commands, which allow the
user to create or delete diagrams. The four
way s of creating a diagram are discussed in
the next section.

3) by combining existing diagrams
Combinations can be made in thre~ ways:
by concatenating two or more diagrams into
a single one.
by linking corresponding vertices of two
diagrams by segments. Both diagrams must
have the same number of vertices. Figure 3
shows an example of a building, which has
been made by direct graphical input and
linking. Figures 4 and 5 are other views
with different visual parameters.
by forcing two diagrams to have a common
edge. The user points both diagrams and,
for each one, the edge that must be joined
to the other diagram. Once the figures are
joined, the editor performs a rotation of
the second diagram around the common edge.
The rotation angle is given by the user.
Figure 6 shows the construction of a cube
by successive steps. At each step, a square
is attached with an angle of 90° to an edge
of the figure to be built. Within three
steps a cube is obtained.
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Figure 4

Another view of the bui ldi ng

An example of bu ilding created by
dire ct graphical input and linking

D
Figure 6

Figure 5

Ano ther view of the bui ld i ng
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4) by repetitive commands
Most commands may be preceded by a repetitive
factor *<n>; the line of commands may also be
prefixed by a repetitive factor ~n>. Those
features allow the user to write little "programs" which are very useful for animation
purpose. But the main purpose is the easy
creation of drawings based on a very regular
pattern. For example, in the sunrise of
Figure 7, the sun has been made by repetitive
rotations and the grid by repetitive translations. Figure 8 shows a drawing, which has
been created by a symmetry. In Figure 9, a
rectangle is placed far from the point of
view and is approached by repetitive translations. Note that the point of view is not
parallel to the tunnel which is created by
this effect.
There are figures that cannot easily be
created with HORIZON because the editor's means
of direct graphical input are often limited to
the cursor of the terminal. However, special
diagrams can be constructed in a MIRA-3D program
and included in a catalog file. The standard
MIRA-3D library contains procedures to support
this interface." The catalog file could later be
handled with HORIZON exactly as if it has been
created internally. An example of such a
catalog is presented in Figure 10; it includes
conical and cylindrical surfaces. Conversely,
it is possible to create diagrams with HORIZON
and to use them in a MIRA-3D program by reading
a catalog or diagram file.

2) The parser, which analyses the line of commands and detects syntactic errors. If a
command is correct, the parser transmits an
internal code to the monitor which executes
it.
3) The communication module, which maintains the
dialogue with the user. All interactive
input/output functions are concentrated in
this module.
4) The list manipulation module, which handles
the main data structure. For each new diagram, HORIZON dynamically creates a descriptor record; these records are arranged into
linear lists: one for each graphical area.
This module permits to add or delete a record
in a list, or to draw or erase all diagrams
in a list, and so on.
5) The interface module, which permits communication with the operating system by executing
control cards. Transfers between the screen
and graphical files are also handled by this
module.
The monitor and the pars er communicate
by means of global variables. The three other
modules communicate by means of parameters.
Each module can be extended or modified independently; for instance, an adaptation of HORIZON
to another operation s ystem would only imply the
modification of the interface module.
CONCLUSION

IMPLEMENTATION
HORIZON is an interactive program, presently implemented on a CDC Cyber 173 and a DEC
VAX 11. The editor can be used with TEKTRONIX
4027, D.E.C. GIGI and HP 2648 A terminals.
HORIZON is written in the MIRA-3D [8] language,
a graphical PASCAL [9] extension based on abstract graphical data types [10]. Because of
the structured approach to computer graphics
[11], that is the base of MIRA-3D, HORIZON is a
well-structured program which can easily be
extended.
The whole system, including all auxiliary programs, consists of 6000 lines of MlRA-3D
source code. The editor itself consists of 3000
lines of source code.
HORIZON is composed of five independent
modules:
1) The monitor, which controls the execution of
commands and handles manipulation errors.

The general-purpose graphical editor
described in this paper possesses most of the
basic features needed for drawing almost any
kink of three-dimensional diagrams. However,
a certain number of desirable commands and options are not implemented in HORIZON, because
the size of its code must be kept within reasonable bounds.
The basic idea behind HORIZON is the
concept of general-purpose graphical edition.
If a change has to be made on a given figure,
only the part to be changed has to be modified.
It is not necessary to redraw it all over.
In the future, we would like to add
commands to support high-quality text in three
dimensions. Another improvement could be done
by allowing graphical input with an arbitrary
projection. Some desirable features, such as
hidden surfaces or haloed line effect, will be
in troduced; such niceties, however, will
decrease the efficienc y of the editor (selective
erasing, for instance, is no longer possible
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An example of the use of repetitive .commands

Figur e 8

Application of a symmetry operation

Figure 9

A tunnel effect
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with hidden surfaces).
The integration of HORIZON into teleprocessing, text processing and other software provides a powerful tool for communicating ideas in
graphical form.
HORIZON is also part of a complete 3D
animation system including the CINEMlRA (12)
computer animation language based on actor and
camera data types and a Multiple Track Animator
System [13].
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